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SS-090
SHUNT ON/OFF
2 TERMINALS SPST
- Maintained ON-OFF, key removable from both ON and OFF positions
- Commonly used as ON/OFF switch to arm/disarm alarm or shunt zone
- Eleven different numbers available (1300-1310)
- Extra keys available (Model # SS-090KN)

SS-090-1
SHUNT ON/OFF, 2 TERMINALS SPST
- Maintained ON-OFF, key removable from OFF position only
- Commonly used in situations which require return of key to ensure device is turned OFF.

SS-095
MOMENTARY ON/SHUNT OFF, 2 TERMINALS SPST
- Maintained OFF, springs back from ON, key removable from OFF only
- Commonly used for momentary arm/disarm alarm inputs or other applications requiring high-security momentary ON
- Eleven different numbers available (1300-1310)
- Extra keys available (Model # SS-090KN)

SS-092-2
SHUNT ON/OFF, OFF/ON
4 TERMINALS, DUAL SPST
- Two switches—one always on while the other is OFF.
- Connect terminals 1 & 2 for SPDT contact.
- Use to arm/disarm car alarms and break starter circuit.

Ideal for use in residential, commercial, industrial, and vehicle burglar alarm systems, as well as computer systems, data processing equipment, and other types of equipment or machinery that requires operation by authorized personnel only.

Patented “See-Saw” contacts assure a reliable, automatically self-adjusted contact at all times.

— CHROME-PLATED BRASS HOUSING for durability and superior looks.
— SILVER-PLATED CONTACTS with ANTI-SULFURATING TREATMENT to prevent oxidation, sulfuration and corrosion.
— SILICONE COATING gives extraordinary resistance to water, steam, heat and toxic chemicals.

FIBER-BAKELITE BASE unaffected by soldering heat and most forms of attack.

— PATENTED “PICK-PROOF” CONSTRUCTION to stop expert picking.
— PATENTED “SEE-SAW” DESIGN assures a very reliable, automatically self-adjusted contact at all times.

The fiber-bakelite base is highly resistant to heat; terminals are unaffected by soldering even at 750°F (400°C) for 120 seconds. In addition, fiber bakelite makes the base extremely durable and virtually unaffected by most forms of attack.

Round terminals allow choosing between either solder or crimping connections.

Key prevented from turning 360° and from slipping past the ON and OFF positions.

Chrome-plated brass outer housing combines durability with superior looks.

The possibility of shorting wires when making connections.
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